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Act Three Questionnaire

What stakes were raised to an extreme degree, committing the lead character beyond 
a moral doubt to a Final Battle?

Embla & Svante have learned that the the real source of drift energy on Bravarius 4b 
is much larger than a lousy drift knife. It’s something big, and major revolutionaries 
have it. 

That’s bad. Revolutionaries mustn’t be allowed to retain powerful drift relics because 
they can give the revolutionaries more ability travel throughout the galaxy.

So, now the Black Skulls, without assistance, must move further north to find this this 
mysterious relic and take it away from whoever has it. Probably a powerful bad guy.

On the other side of things, Rykal has begun gunning for the Black Skulls, Ethan in 
particular, to avenge Nazila’s death.

Rykal has begun using his Psyphage abilities to bring drift demons to Bravarius, 
increasing his destructive power. This is forbidden even in the revolutionary factions, 
but he’s pretty pissed off about losing Nazila, his surrogate daughter.

Rykal directs drift demons to kill some of the Black Skulls on guard patrol. It’s a 
gruesome scene, and the message is clear. 

So! In order to complete his goal of defeating the revolutionaries and securing a 
powerful relic, as well as satisfing the Black Skulls’ lust for revenge, Ethan must focus 
on Rykal. 

The Black Skulls, fighting through depression and a bleak outlook, seem to be 
seeking validation by dying in battle. If they die during this mission, they’ll never be 
disbanded, and they’ll die with honor.  Can Ethan protect them from themselves?

How would the reader know the lead character has committed (by act or decree)  to a 
Final Battle?

Ethan physically cuts the platoon off from escape by entering an ancient mega-
structure through a small crack in the foundation. There’s no turning back because it 
cuts them off from all communications with the rest of the company. Also, the 
company will be leaving orbit with or without them in 25 hours.

Since Ethan is severely claustrophobic, the small opening into the mega-structure is 
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an emotional move.

Ethan is now ready to commit to his platoon, live or die. He’s chosen them as family. 
And in doing so, they begin to open up to him.

What significant ways did opposition try to inflict the lead character’s demise 
(physically, professionally, or psychologically)? List at least three specific occasions 
during ACT THREE:

1. Nazila committed completely to destroying Ethan’s platoon in a wicked fire 
fight, defying Rykal’s wishes. She’s killed in the battle.

2. Rykal unleashed drift demons on Combat Outpost Bender, gruesomely 
slaughtering a few Black Skulls in Sabine’s squad.

Summarize how the lead character confronted his/her own existence during the 
threats of this imminent demise:

Ethan rises to the occasion to defeat Nazila. How? By finally listening to his squad 
leaders input!

Ethan realizes that in order to lead the Black Skulls., he must allow himself to become 
one of them, to commit completely. Since the Black Skulls are emotionally committed 
to killing Rykal even if it means dying, Ethan must join their near-suicidal pact. He 
shows this by action, not merely word [?]

However, the ultimate win for Ethan would be killing Rykal while still securing the drift 
relic and getting off the planet as heroes.  His question remains, how…?

Restate why the lead character couldn’t morally avoid the impending Final Battle? In 
doing so, explain how the lead character’s emotional experience differs from ACT 
ONE.

He’s committed to being the leader of the Black Skulls. They want to complete this 
mission or die trying. So he’s all in.

Ethan’s original goals in Act One was cavalier, adventure-seeking, and, most of all, 
self-serving. Now, he’s embracing the commitment and choosing the Black Skulls as 
his family.

How do the subplots progress?

1.  [still working]
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2.  

3.  

4.  


